
MANAGED RISK
The dynamic nature of a modern environment can add complexity for the SOC team and risk for the business. 
Unknown assets, unidentified vulnerabilities and unintentional misconfigurations can pile up as the security team 
wades through a flood of alerts, often without enough context to react properly.

SEE THE BIG PICTURE OF YOUR 
RISK POSTURE
Dynamic asset discovery, identifying system vulnerabilities and uncovering 
product misconfigurations can be difficult in complex environments. And 
without context behind the barrage of alerts security tools deliver, your 
team can struggle with what to do next and how to prioritize risk.

Arctic Wolf® Managed Risk is built on its cloud-native platform to deliver 
security operations as a concierge service by the company’s dedicated 
Concierge Security® Team (CST). Sirius partners with Arctic Wolf to help 
you gain a comprehensive view into your risk posture that goes beyond 
simple vulnerabilities and helps you to see how your critical resources 
could be impacted.

BENEFITS
• Reduce risk with 24x7 

vulnerability assessment and 
management by your CST  

• Know the status of your internal 
and external assets through 
continuous scanning 

• Gain dynamic internal asset 
identification and classification

• Detect and prevent account 
takeover on external assets
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ARCTIC WOLF MANAGED RISK
Continuously scan your networks, endpoints and cloud 
environments with Arctic Wolf Managed Risk. Your CST 
works with you to quantify your digital risks and prioritize 
what matters. Using a risk-based vulnerability management 
process, Arctic Wolf Managed Risk helps you implement 
processes that harden your security posture over time.

• Discover risky software, assets and accounts

• Benchmark your digital risk exposure and identify gaps

• Harden your security posture over time as your exposures 
are identified and prioritized

CONCIERGE SECURITY TEAM
Your assigned CST is your single point of contact and serves 
as your trusted security advisors. Your service is customized 
to your needs and delivered by experts with years of cloud 
experience working as an extension of your team.

• 24x7 scanning of your environment for digital risks

• Risk posture reviews and actionable remediation guidance

• Customized risk management plan with prioritized remediation


